Title: DYNAMIC INTERRUPT RECONFIGURATION FOR EFFECTIVE POWER MANAGEMENT

Abstract: Methods, apparatus, and systems for facilitating effective power management through dynamic reconfiguration of interrupts. Interrupt vectors are mapped to various processor cores in a multi-core processor, and interrupt workloads on the processor cores are monitored. When an interrupt workload for a given processor core is detected to fall below a threshold, the interrupt vectors are dynamically reconfigured by remapping interrupt vectors that are currently mapped to the processor core to at least one other processor core, such that there are no interrupt vectors mapped to the processor core after reconfiguration. The core is then enabled to be put in a deeper idle state. Similar operations can be applied to additional processor cores, effecting a collapsing of interrupt vectors onto fewer processor cores. In response to detecting cores emerging from idle states, reconfiguration of interrupt vectors can be performed to rebalance the assignment of the vectors across active cores by remapping a portion of the vectors to those cores.
DYNAMIC INTERRUPT RECONFIGURATION
FOR EFFECTIVE POWER MANAGEMENT

Technical Field
The field of invention relates generally to computer systems and, more specifically but not exclusively relates to reducing power consumption in multi-core processors.

Background Art
An interrupt is a hardware signal from a device to a CPU (Central Processing Unit, i.e., processor), informing the CPU that the device needs attention and signaling that the CPU should stop current processing and respond to the device. If the CPU is performing a task that has lower priority than the priority of the interrupt, the CPU suspends its current thread. The CPU then invokes the interrupt handler for the device that sent the interrupt signal. The interrupt handler services the device, and when the interrupt handler returns, the CPU resumes the processing it was doing before the interrupt occurred.

Interrupts in old bus technologies are referred to as "legacy" or "line-based" interrupts. With these technologies, interrupts are signaled by using one or more external pins that are wired separately from the main lines of the bus, a process known as "out of band." Newer bus technologies, such as PCIe (Peripheral Component Interconnect Express), maintain software compatibility by emulating legacy interrupts through in-band mechanisms. These emulated interrupts are treated as legacy interrupts by the host operating system. Line-based interrupts as defined by the PCI standard were limited to only four lines and due to multiple devices were often shared causing increased latencies.

The PCI 2.2 specification introduced MSI (Message-Signaled Interrupt) as an alternative to traditional line-based interrupts. Instead of using a dedicated pin to trigger interrupts, MSI enables devices to trigger an interrupt by writing a specific value to a particular address. The message destination address and message data are referred to as the MSI "vector." PCI 3.0 defines an extended form of MSI, called MSI-X, which addresses limiting features of MSI. For example, while MSI has a limit of 32 MSI messages per adapter function, MSI-X increases the number of messages to 2,048. Another example is that MSI provides only a single MSI address value such that all messages are targeted at the same group of processors. MSI-X overcomes this issue by providing a unique address and data pair for each message.

The Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC) was introduced by Intel® in 1997, and was originally targeted to management of interrupts in systems employing...
symmetric multi-processor (SMP) architectures. Microsoft observed the benefits of APIC on SMP systems, and designed support for APIC on uni-processor systems into its operating systems. Today, APICs are employed in substantially all x86-based computers, either as a component internal to a CPU and/or in an external I0 chip.

Power management is a feature of electrical devices, including computers, which attempts to "turn off" or place certain or all portions of the device in some lower-power state when inactivity is present. Managing the energy consumed by a microprocessor prolongs battery life, reduces cooling requirements, reduces electrical noise, and reduces operating costs. Since mobile computing is becoming more ubiquitous, power management is becoming more important in mobile electrical devices such as laptops, cell phones, and personal digital assistants. Power management is also advantageous for server deployments (e.g., server farms and data centers), as well as for desktop computers.

A standard for power management for microprocessor and computer systems is the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI), which is an open industry specification co-developed by Hewlett-Packard®, Intel®, Microsoft®, Phoenix®, and Toshiba®. ACPI establishes industry-standard interfaces enabling OS-directed configuration, power management, and thermal management of mobile, desktop, and server platforms. When first published in 1996, ACPI evolved an existing collection of power management BIOS code, Advanced Power Management (APM) application programming interfaces (APIs), PNPBIOS APIs, and Multiprocessor Specification (MPS) tables into a well-defined power management and configuration interface specification. The ACPI specification enables new power management technologies to evolve independently in operating systems and hardware while ensuring that they continue to work together.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant advantages of this invention will become more readily appreciated as the same becomes better understood by reference to the following detailed description, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to like parts throughout the various views unless otherwise specified:

Figure 1 is a schematic block diagram of a computer system configured to support dynamic reconfiguration of interrupts for effective power management, according to one embodiment;
Figure 2 is a block diagram depicting selective software components for effecting dynamic interrupt configuration and interrupt request balancing, according to one embodiment;

Figure 3 is a flowchart illustrating operations and logic for implementing dynamic reconfiguration of interrupts for effective power management, according to one embodiment;

Figures 4a-4c illustrate a first example of dynamic reconfiguration of interrupt vectors under which interrupt vectors are remapped away from a first processor core;

Figures 5a-5c illustrate a second example of dynamic reconfiguration of interrupt vectors under which interrupt vectors are remapped away from a first processor core;

Figures 6a-6c illustrate a third example of dynamic reconfiguration of interrupt vectors under which a first core is returned to an active state and interrupt vectors are remapped to effect load balancing across all active cores;

Figures 7a-7c illustrate a fourth example of dynamic reconfiguration of interrupt vectors under which a first core is returned to an active state and interrupt vectors are remapped to effect load balancing across all active cores;

Figures 8a-8c illustrate a fifth example of dynamic reconfiguration of interrupt vectors corresponding to an interrupt fan in sequence under which interrupt vectors are collapse onto fewer cores to enable cores to be put into an idle state; and

Figures 9a-9c illustrate a sixth example of dynamic reconfiguration of interrupt vectors corresponding to an interrupt fan out sequence under which interrupt vectors are remapped to newly available processor cores as those cores are returned from an idle state to an active state.

**Description of the Embodiments**

Embodiments of methods, apparatus, and systems for implementing dynamic interrupt reconfiguration for effective power management are described herein. In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth (such as use of PCIe and MSI vectors) to provide a thorough understanding of embodiments of the invention. One skilled in the relevant art will recognize, however, that the invention can be practiced without one or more of the specific details, or with other methods, components, materials, etc. In other instances, well-known structures, materials, or operations are not shown or described in detail to avoid obscuring aspects of the invention.

Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the
embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the present invention. Thus, the appearances of the phrases "in one embodiment" or "in an embodiment" in various places throughout this specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment. Furthermore, the particular features, structures, or characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodiments.

For clarity, individual components in the Figures herein may also be referred to by their labels in the Figures, rather than by a particular reference number. Additionally, reference numbers referring to a particular type of component (as opposed to a particular component) may be shown with a reference number followed by "(TYP)" meaning "typical." It will be understood that the configuration of these components will be typical of similar components that may exist but are not shown in the drawing Figures for simplicity and clarity.

Figure 1 shows a block-level diagram illustrating exemplary components for implementing dynamic interrupt reconfiguration for effective power management, according to one embodiment. An operating system (OS) and various applications and OS services are run on a CPU 100 including a plurality of processor cores 102 labeled core 1-n. In general, the number of cores n may range from 2 on upward, including but not limited to 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 48, 64, 128, etc. CPU 100 also includes an APIC 104 and a Power Control Unit (PCU) 105. Toward the middle of the diagram is a NIC (Network Interface Controller) 106, including a pair of physical ports 108 and 110, and a plurality of logical ports 112-1 - 112-m, where m is 2048 or less in one embodiment. Each logical port has one or more associated input queues 114 and output queues 115. NIC 106 is linked in communication with CPU 100 via one or more PCIe links, which for illustrative purposes are shown as a single wide double-arrow 116. The one or more PCIe links may have variable lane widths in accordance with current and future PCIe specifications, such as but not limited to 1x, 2x, 4x, 8x, 16x, and 32x.

During operation, various applications and services establish connections with remote hosts 118 linked in communication with a network 120 via NIC 116 and over communication links 122 and 124. In general, network 120 is representative of various types of networks, including LANs, WANs, the Internet, and Intranets. Communication links 122 and 124 are representative of both wired and wireless links, including but not limited to Ethernet, 802.11x, WiMAX, and mobile data carrier links (e.g., data services running over GSM, UMTS, CDMA, WCDMA, LTE, etc.).
During runtime operations, various applications and OS services may establish network connections for various purposes, such as connecting to one of hosts 118. For example, an application such as a Web browser may open an HTTP connection with a host 118 comprising a Web server. Each connection to a host will be over a physical link and port and associated infrastructure. However, in order to support multiple concurrent communication links, NIC 106 and associated firmware and software resources supports dynamic allocation of virtual ports and queues, such that each physical link instance is associated with a corresponding virtual port and corresponding input and output queues. This is facilitated, in part, through use of PCIe, which employs packet-based messaging using various packet configurations that include source and destination addresses and payload data. Moreover, to support asynchronous operations and service requests related to NIC 106, PCIe employs MSI vectors to invoke corresponding processor interrupts, as depicted by MSI vectors 126, labeled MSI VI-m in Figure 1. Each MSI vector comprises a PCIe message that includes applicable address information and header indicia that identify it as a MSI vector.

Coordination for mapping MSI vectors to appropriate processing resources is managed by the OS in coordination with APIC 104 and associated data structures and drivers. The OS is responsible for allocating processing threads to CPU resources that physically comprises CPU cores if running on the CPU hardware, or may comprises a virtual core or processor if running on a virtual machine hosted by a Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) or the like running on the CPU hardware. In some instances, physical cores are exposed to the OS as logical cores, such as if a CPU employs multi-threaded cores (e.g., Intel® CPU's supporting Hyperthreading®). For clarity and simplicity the allocation of physical cores are described herein; however, it will be recognized by those having skill in the art that similar techniques may be implemented with logical cores and VMM implementations.

Modern operating systems employ multi-threaded architectures, with one or more execution threads allocated to each application or service and assigned to a respective processor resource. The threads are executed on a processor core using a time-slicing scheme, wherein a given thread is allocated for execution for a corresponding time-slice, followed by a context switch and execution of another thread during a subsequent time-slice. This is continued on an ongoing basis.

For many years, processors employed a single processor core, and thus the threads of the multi-threaded OS would be allocated to only the single processor core. Some
architectures also supported hardware signal-based interrupts using interrupt pins (as well as more recent interrupt schemes such as MSI and MSI-x), under which an interrupt signal is invoked through use of an electrical signal on a physical CPU pin and the CPU hardware responds to the interrupt by scheduling service of the interrupt (or immediately services the interrupt if it is a non-maskable interrupt (NMI)) via hardware facilities in a manner independent of the OS.

The emergence of multi-core processors, APICs, and MSI/MSI-X introduced a new paradigm for handling interrupts. First, instead of allocating execution threads to a single processor core, the threads are allocated across multiple processor cores, typically using a round-robin allocation scheme or the like. This ensures the processor core usage is load-balanced, maximizing the processing throughput of the CPU. However, now that there are multiple execution units (i.e., the processor cores), there is more than a single execution unit that may be interrupted to service an interrupt. As a result, a mechanism is employed for mapping interrupt request to processor cores. This mechanism is effected via use of the APIC, which contains vector mapping information that maps each MSI vector to a corresponding processor core, as illustrated by APIC vector map 128 in Figure 1. During ongoing operations, the vector map data is dynamically updated through use of an IRQ balancer 130, as explained in further detail below.

MSI/MSI-X interrupt requests (IRQs) are serviced in the following manner. First, a PCIe message is generated at a PCIe interface of the interrupt source device, which in the present example is NIC 106. More particularly, the PCIe message is configured as an MSI vector containing applicable address information, as well as a data payload containing data associated with servicing of the interrupt. The address information is used to identify the MSI vector, which, in turn, is used to map the IRQ to the appropriate core for servicing.

In addition to mapping IRQs, the APIC also provides facilities for queuing and prioritizing IRQs for each processor core. As IRQs are received by APIC 104, they are mapped to appropriate processor cores and queued on a priority basis, such that each core has its own queue and responds to IRQs asynchronously with respect to IRQs for the other processing cores.

A significant advantage of multi-core processors is increased processor performance. Previous to the introduction of multi-core processors, CPU architectures were running into a performance wall, as the availability of reduced line widths using available fabrication technologies had substantially reached an end point, and increasing performance through higher clock rates presented physical limitations, such as exceeding signal skew limits and
thermal limits. The use of multiple cores enabled processor throughput to be scaled without reducing line widths or increasing clock rates. However, since a greater portion of the processor circuitry is active when under typical CPU workloads, the multi-core processors consume more power and produce more heat than their uni-core counterparts.

As a result, multi-core processors are often operated at lower clock frequencies (when compared with uni-core processors using similar manufacturing techniques) to reduce core and CPU die temperatures.

The multi-core aspect also presents an opportunity to reduce power by putting one or more cores into a reduced power or "idle" state. Typically, a multi-core CPU will include power management logic for effecting the power management state of each core. Depending on the aggressiveness of the operational mode, cores may be selectively "parked" or otherwise put in a reduced power state to reduce overall CPU power consumption (while also reducing heat generation and lowering the die temperature).

Intel® processors support four power management states for their microprocessor, CPU package, and overall system. TABLE 1 provides the various power management state names along with a brief description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-State</td>
<td>Microprocessor Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-State</td>
<td>Microprocessor Throttle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-State</td>
<td>Microprocessor and Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-State</td>
<td>System Sleep States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1

Microprocessor performance states (P-States) are a pre-defined set of frequency and voltage combinations at which the microprocessor can operate when the CPU is active. The microprocessor utilizes dynamic frequency scaling (DFS) and dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) to implement the various P-States supported by a microprocessor. DFS and DVS are techniques that dynamically changes the operating frequency and operating voltage of the microprocessor core based on current operating conditions. The current P-State of the microprocessor is determined by the operating system. The time required to change from one P-State to another is relatively short. The operating system takes this time into account when it dynamically changes P-States. The OS manages the tradeoff between power consumption by the microprocessor and the performance of the microprocessor.

A C-State is defined as an idle state. When nothing useful is being performed, various parts of the microprocessor can be powered down to save energy. There are three
classifications of C-States: thread (logical) C-States, microprocessor core C-States, and microprocessor package C-States. Some aspects of all three categories of C-States are similar, since they all represent some form of an idle state of a processor thread, processor core, or processor package. However, the C-States are also different in substantial ways.

A thread (logical) C-State represents the operating system's view of the microprocessor's current C-States, at the thread level. When an application asks for a processor's core C-State, the application receives the C-State of a "logical core." A logical core is what an application's individual thread perceives to be a core, since the thread perceives to have full ownership of a particular core. As an example, for a CPU employing two logical cores per physical core (such as an Intel® CPU supporting Hyperthreading®), logical Core 0 (thread 0 executing on Core 0) can be in a specific idle state while logical Core 1 (thread 1 on Core 0) can be in another idle state. The operating system can request any C-State for a given thread.

A core C-State is a hardware-specific C-State. Under one embodiment, any core of the multi-core CPU residing on CPU package can be in a specific C-State. Therefore, all cores are not required to be in the same C-State. Core C-States are mutually exclusive per-core idle states.

A package C-state is an idle state that applies to all cores in a CPU package. The package C-State of the CPU is related to the individual core C-States. The CPU can only enter a low-power package C-State when all cores are ready to enter that same core C-State. Therefore, when all cores are ready to enter the same lower power core C-State, then the package can safely transition into the equivalent lower power package C-State.

In one embodiment, there are four C-States (idle states), including idle state C0, idle state C1, idle state C3, and idle state C6. The higher the C-State, the higher the level of idle and the greater the power savings, beginning with Idle State C0, which corresponds to a normal active operational state for a core. For example, while in idle state C6, the core PLLs (Phase-Lock Loops) are turned off, the core caches are flushed and the core state is saved to the Last Level Cache (LLC). The power gate transistors are activated to reduce power consumption to a particular core to approximately zero Watts. A core in idle state C6 is considered an inactive core. The wakeup time for a core in idle state C6 is the longest. In response to a wakeup event, the core state is restored from the LLC, the core PLLs are re-locked, the power gates must be deactivated, and core clocks are turned back on.
Since C6 is the deepest C-State, the energy cost to transition to and from this state is the highest. Frequent transition in and out of deep C-States can result in a net energy loss. To prevent this, some embodiments include an auto-demote capability that uses intelligent heuristics to determine when idle period savings justify the energy cost of transitioning into a deep C-State and then transition back to C0. If there is not enough justification to transition to C6, the power management logic demotes the OS C-State request to C3.

Under current approaches, an OS is enabled to interface with power management facilities for a CPU using Operating System-directed Configuration and Power Management (OSPM), which describe a system implementing ACPI and thus, removes device management away from the system BIOS and places under control of the operating system. This enables the OS to (to a large degree) control the C-states of cores in a multi-core processor. Moreover, since the OS has control over execution thread-to-core allocations, the OS has the ability to coalesce execution threads onto fewer cores for greater power savings.

As discussed above, waking cores from C-States, particularly idle states C-3 and C-6, results in significant energy consumption. One operation that causes a core to wake is to handle an IRQ. As a result, when a core is employed for servicing IRQs, it cannot state in a low idle state and therefore consumes more power, even if it is only servicing IRQs intermittently.

In accordance with embodiments disclosed herein, this problem is addressed through use of novel components and data structures that enable interrupt vectors to be dynamically reconfigured by remapping them away from idle cores (or cores that are candidates for entering an idle state), thereby preventing the idle cores from having to service IRQs and enabling them to stay in deeper idle states without interruption. This results in the potential for significant power savings.

In one embodiment, interrupt vector remapping is effected via use of IRQ balancer 130. During system operation, IRQ balancer, in combination with an OS driver, operates as a bridge between the OS and APIC 104, enabling the OS (or another software entity) to effect changes to vector map 128 through corresponding data in a file or other data structure available to the OS. Logic in IRQ balancer is also implemented to support IRQ balancing, as well as intelligent remapping of interrupt vectors to support effective power management.

A block diagram illustrating selected components configured for use with an exemplary implementation of dynamic interrupt reconfiguration employing a Linux
operating system is shown in Figure 2. The diagram depicts selected components of an
OS network stack 200, including sockets, Layer 4 and Layer 3 (L4/L3), a core networking
layer including Layer 2 (L2) framing and filtering, and a base driver 202. As will be
recognized by those skilled in the art, base driver 202 comprises an OS driver that is used
as an abstracted interface between the OS stack and the underlying physical network
hardware, which in this example corresponds to NIC 106. Toward the right side of the
diagram is a stack 204 including a pseudo file system 206, an IRQ descriptor 206, and
APIC 104. The diagram also includes IRQ balancer 130 operating in the OS userspace.

Figure 3 shows a flowchart 300 depicting logic and operations for implementing
aspects of IRQ balancer 130, according to one embodiment. At the top of the flowchart is
an IRQ Balancer start/exit block 302. Upon being started, processor core interrupt
workloads are monitored against predetermined or dynamically calculated thresholds in a
block 304 to determine when a workload threshold is crossed. Various data for core
workloads are typically maintained by the OS and/or CPU facilities. For example, modern
operating systems typically keep statistics indicating core utilization, as well as the
number of processes (i.e., execution threads) allocated to each core. In addition, CPU's
that employ a PCU maintain a myriad of statistics on core utilization that are accessible to
other system entities, including the OS.

In one embodiment, a threshold is based on an interrupt frequency, such as the
frequency of IO (input/output) interrupts. This information may be readily monitored by
the OS or a CPU component. Optionally, the core workload associated with responding to
interrupts may be used as an interrupt workload threshold, or a weighted combination of
interrupt frequency and interrupt core workload may be employed. In other embodiments,
core utilization information is used either alone or in combination with interrupt frequency
data for determining when workload thresholds are crossed. For instance, since an aspect
of the power management techniques disclosed herein involve reconfiguring IRQ-to-core
mappings to enable cores to be put into deeper C-States, it would make little sense to do so
for a core that is currently being utilized at a significant level, since other system logic
(such as employed by the PCU) will prevent the core from being put into the deeper C-
State regardless of the number of interrupt vectors mapped to it. For example, a first core
could be running a very compute-intensive application that does not have any associated
IO (and thus no corresponding IO interrupts) and another background service with
infrequent IO interrupts, while a second core could be hosting a Web service with a
significant amount of network traffic and associated IO interrupts. In this instance, there
would be no advantage in remapping the IRQs for the background service from the first core to the second core because the first core's level of utilization will prevent it from entering a deeper C-State.

When an interrupt workload threshold is crossed, the logic proceeds to a decision block 306 that determines whether the threshold corresponds to a workload increase or workload decrease. If there is a workload decrease, a determination is made in a block 308 to whether the CPU 10 interrupt configuration is spread out amongst multiple cores. If it is, there is an opportunity to remap the 10 interrupts for the core to one or more other cores, which in turn may enable the core to enter a deeper idle state. Accordingly, in a block 310 the interrupts are "collapsed" onto a fewer number of cores by remapping applicable MSI vectors, and a core "parking" process is started. Core parking is a common term used to indicate a core is being put into a deeper idle state (typically C-3 or C-6). If the interrupts are not currently spread out (meaning the IRQ-to-core mapping is already collapsed, at least to some degree), the logic proceeds to a block 312, wherein a verification is made to whether the collapsed interrupt model is sufficient to park one or more cores.

Returning to decision block 306, an interrupt workload increase corresponds to a situation where processor utilization and/or IO interrupt activity has crossed a threshold going upward. In this case, it may be advantageous to spread out or otherwise distribute the interrupts among the multiple cores. Accordingly, in a block 314 a determination is made to whether or not the current IRQ-to-core mapping is spread out. If the interrupts are already spread out, a check is made in a block 316 to determine if a more optimal spread configuration is available, and if so the IRQ core mappings are reconfigured for the more optimal spread configuration. Returning to decision block 314, if the interrupts are not currently spread out, the logic proceeds to a block 318 in which the IRQs are spread across applicable cores to scale the workload.

In one embodiment, core load balancing considerations are made such that the IO interrupts assigned to each core are balanced (at least to some degree). Accordingly, spreading out the interrupts using load balancing is referred to as "fanning out" the interrupts, while collapsing the interrupts to fewer cores is referred to as "fanning in" the interrupts. This is more easily understood through illustration, such as shown in Figures 4a-c through 9a-c.

In further detail, arrows are used in Figures 4a-c through 9a-c to illustrate MSI vectors, while the linetype of each arrow represents an interrupt frequency associated with
that MSI vector. As illustrated, a solid line corresponds to a steady interrupt frequency, while a dashed line corresponds to an intermittent interrupt frequency and a dotted line corresponds to an infrequent interrupt frequency. A squiggle through an arrow means that MSI vector no longer exists (meaning the corresponding application or service for which a corresponding MSI vector was allocated has been stopped or is otherwise completed).

Figures 4a-c illustrate an example of an interrupt collapse and reconfiguration sequence. Figure 4a shows an original configuration, under which three MSI vectors 126 are mapped to each of cores 1-4. The frequency of each of the MSI vectors is steady state, except for MSI vectors 126-1 and 126-2, which are infrequent. In one embodiment, workload thresholds are based on the frequency of the combined interrupts for each core, which may be determined by one of the methods described above using, e.g., a sliding average or similar technique. It is desirable to avoid performing reconfigurations too frequently, so some hysteresis may be built into the interrupt frequency calculation.

Suppose for exemplary purposes that the frequency threshold is equal to 1.1 and that a steady frequency MSI has a value of 1, an intermittent frequency is half of a steady frequency (value = .5), while an infrequent frequency is one quarter of a steady frequency (value = .25). In Figure 4b, a threshold event is depicted under which the combined frequency of the interrupts is less than 1.1. As illustrated, an MSI vector 126-3 has been terminated, leaving a combined MSI vector interrupt frequency of MSI vectors 126-1 and 126-2 of .5. Accordingly, in response to the threshold condition, a vector collapsing and reconfiguration process is initiated, under which MSI vectors initially mapped to core 1 are remapped to other cores. In the illustrated example, MSI vector 126-1 is remapped to core 2, and MSI vector 126-2 is remapped to core 3. Once the MSI vectors are remapped away from core 1, operations are performed to determine whether core 1 is a candidate for parking, and if it is the core is parked by changing its idle C-State to a higher value (e.g., C-3 or C-6). In general, the determination of whether a core may be parked and what C-State may apply may be determined by the OS, by a PCU, or a combination of the two.

A second example of MSI vector collapsing and reconfiguration is depicted in Figures 5a-c. Under the original configuration shown in Figure 5a, each of the four cores receives three MSI vectors, wherein all but an MSI vector 126-4 are steady state. As before, the threshold is set at 1.1. In Figure 5b, a workload threshold event is depicted under which MSI vectors 126-5 and 126-6 are terminated. Accordingly, the remaining MSI vector frequency for core 1 is less than 1.1, setting up an MSI vector collapse and reconfiguration process, with the results shown in Figure 5c. Figure 5c also depicts a load.
balancing situation under which the remapped MSI vector 126-4 is selectively redirected to core 3, which previously had the lowest interrupt workload.

In addition to collapsing MSI vectors, reconfiguration operations can be performed to scale or "fan out" the MSI vectors such that the number of cores servicing the MSI vectors is increased when the number of available active cores increase (e.g., when idle cores are returned to active states). Two example of this process are shown in Figures 6a-c and Figures 7a-c.

Under an original configuration in Figure 6a, core 1 is parked, while each of cores 2-4 receives three MSI vectors. The threshold in this example is 3, noting that a collapsing workload threshold and an expanding workload threshold do not need to match, and as discussed above, thresholds can be dynamically adjusted during ongoing operations (e.g., based on real-time workload measurements and/or other considerations). Figure 6b also shows that core 1 is transitioned from a parked state to an active state. In accordance with a coordinated power management approach, MSI vectors are only mapped (whether due to an initial assignment or reconfiguration) to active cores. Also under the configuration shown in Figure 6b, new MSI vectors 126-7 and 126-8 were assigned to core 2 and core 3 while core 1 was parked. Upon detection that core 1 has reentered an active state, core workload thresholds are restarted, leading to a determination that the interrupt frequency for each of cores 2 and 3 has exceeded their threshold of 3. As a result, a reconfiguration operation is performed, with the result shown in Figure 6c. In this example a fan out of the MSI vectors is performed under which new MSI vectors 126-7 and 126-8 are remapped to core 1. This also rebalanced the MSI vector workload.

Under the example shown in Figures 7a-c, the initial configuration has two MSI vectors assigned to each of cores 2-4 with core 1 parked, as shown in Figure 7a. As before, the threshold is 3. In Figure 7c, core 4 has been assigned 3 new MSI vectors 126-9, 126-10, and 126-11 while core 1 was parked, after which core 1 is transitioned back to an active state. This restarts the workload threshold evaluation, which indicates that core 3 is overloaded while cores 1-3 may receive additional MSI vectors and core 1 presently has no MSI vectors assigned to it. As a result, a fan out and reconfiguration operation is performed, with the results shown in Figure 7c. In this example, MSI vectors 126-9 and 126-10 are remapped to core 1, while MSI vector 126-11 is remapped to core 2. As before, this also effects a rebalancing of the MSI vector workload across all of the active cores.
Figures 8a-c shows a multiple reconfiguration process that results in collapsing MSI vector mapping from 4 to 2 cores, while Figures 9a-c shows a fan out sequence that begins with using a single core and ends with MSI vectors distributed across all four cores. Figures 8b and 8c respectively show the vector configuration after a first reconfiguration under which core 1 is parked, and a second reconfiguration under which both cores 1 and 2 are parked. As before, during a fan out or "scaling" sequence, addition MSI vectors are received while one or more cores are parked, and upon availability of the additional codes rebalancing is performed. It is also noted that under a given ongoing configuration employing multiple active cores, new MSI vectors may be added to the existing active cores in a manner that maintains load balancing.

Embodiments of the present invention facilitate effective power management through dynamic reconfiguration of interrupt vectors in coordination with various system entities. During ongoing operations, interrupt vectors are mapped to various processor cores in a multi-core processor, and workloads on the processor cores are monitored. When an interrupt workload for a given processor core is detected to fall below a threshold for, that core is a candidate for putting into a deeper idle state, thus saving significant power. To facilitate this, the interrupt vectors are dynamically reconfigured by remapping interrupt vectors that are currently mapped to the processor core (for which the workload threshold event is detected) to at least one other processor core, such that there are no interrupt vectors mapped to the processor core after reconfiguration. Thus, the processor core can be put into a deeper idle state and stay in that state without having to awake to service interrupt requests. Similar operations can be applied to additional processor cores, effecting a collapsing of interrupt vectors onto fewer processor cores, such as via an iterative process, leading to greater power savings.

In addition to collapsing interrupt vectors onto fewer cores, a scaling or "fan-out" operation can be used as processor cores are returned to an active state. For example, in response to a core returning to an active state, workload threshold detection operations are performed to determine whether a workload for a processor core is exceeded. For instance, the workload threshold may be based on an interrupt frequency that has been exceeded. In response to detection of this threshold event, interrupts from this core may be remapped to the core returning to the active state. At the same time, this reconfiguration effects a rebalancing of the interrupt vector assignments to the cores.

Aspects of the embodiments disclosed herein may be effected through execution of instructions on a CPU or virtual machine running on a CPU. Thus, embodiments of the
invention may be used as or to support a instructions executed upon some form of processing core or otherwise implemented or realized upon or within a machine-readable medium. A machine-readable medium includes any mechanism for storing or transmitting information in a form readable by a machine (e.g., a computer). For example, a machine-readable medium may include a read only memory (ROM); a random access memory (RAM); a magnetic disk storage media; an optical storage media; and a flash memory device, etc.

The above description of illustrated embodiments of the invention, including what is described in the Abstract, is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed. While specific embodiments of, and examples for, the invention are described herein for illustrative purposes, various equivalent modifications are possible within the scope of the invention, as those skilled in the relevant art will recognize.

These modifications can be made to the invention in light of the above detailed description. The terms used in the following claims should not be construed to limit the invention to the specific embodiments disclosed in the specification and the drawings. Rather, the scope of the invention is to be determined entirely by the following claims, which are to be construed in accordance with established doctrines of claim interpretation.
Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A method for configuring interrupts in a computer system employing a multi-core processor having a plurality of processor cores comprising:
   mapping interrupt vectors to the plurality of processor cores;
   detecting that an interrupt workload of a first processor core has fallen below a threshold;
   and in response thereto,
   reconfiguring each of the interrupt vectors mapped to the first processor core to be remapped to a processor core other than the first processor core.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein reconfiguration of the interrupt vectors is effected, at least in part, through use of an operating system.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the operating system is a Linux operating system.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the operating system effects reconfiguration of the interrupt vectors through use of a device driver that interacts with an interrupt controller on the multi-core processor.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the device driver reads data in one of a configuration file or data structure accessed by the operating system.

6. The method of any of the preceding claims, further comprising load balancing interrupt vector assignments to the plurality of processor cores.

7. The method of any of the preceding claims, further comprising:
   detecting that an interrupt workload of a second processor core has fallen below a threshold;
   and in response thereto,
   reconfiguring each of the interrupt vectors mapped to the second processor core to be remapped to a processor core other than the first processor core and the second processor core.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the second processor core is operating at a first operating state prior to the workload of the second processor core falling below the threshold, the method further comprising putting the second processor core into an idle state that is deeper than the first operating state after the interrupt vectors that were mapped to the second processor core are reconfigured.

9. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the interrupt workload threshold is based on a level of interrupt frequency.
10. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the first processor core is operating at a first idle state prior to the interrupt workload of the first processor core falling below the threshold, the method further comprising putting the first processor core into a deeper idle state after the interrupt vectors that were mapped to the first processor are reconfigured.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising:
   - detecting that the first processor core has returned to the first idle state;
   - detecting that an interrupt workload threshold on a third processor core has been exceeded;
   - and in response thereto,
     remapping at least one interrupt vector from the third processor core to the first processor core.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising, reconfiguring interrupt vectors by selectively remapping a portion of the interrupt vectors to other processor cores to effect interrupt vector load balancing.

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising dynamically adjusting at least one interrupt workload threshold.

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the interrupt workload threshold is based on an interrupt frequency.

15. The method of claim any of the preceding claims, wherein the interrupt vectors comprise Message-Signaled Interrupt (MSI) vectors.

16. The method of claim any of the preceding claims, wherein the interrupt vectors comprise input/output (I/O) interrupt vectors generated by an I/O device.

17. A computer system having a multi-core processor and configured to implement a method corresponding to any of the proceeding claims.

18. The computer system of claim 17, wherein the multi-core processor includes an Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC) that is configured to store interrupt vector mapping data used to direct incoming interrupt vectors to corresponding processor cores.

19. The computer system of claim 17, wherein the multi-core processor further includes a Power Control Unit (PCU) that is used to effect changes in an operating state of each of the plurality of processor cores.
20. The computer system of claim 17, further comprising a Network Interrupt Controller (NIC) configured to generate interrupt vectors in response to receiving inbound network communications.

21. The computer system of claim 20, wherein the NIC comprises a PCIe device.

22. At least one machine readable medium comprising a plurality of instructions that in response to being executed on a computing device cause the computing device to carry out a method according to any one of claims 1-16.
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1. Restart Process
2. Monitor Workload against thresholds
3. Check if optimal interrupt spread is available, spread if needed
4. Spread interrupts across cores to scale workload
5. Decrease Workload
6. Verify collapsed interrupt model is sufficient to park cores
7. Collapse to fewer cores and start parking core(s)
8. Restart Process
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